Azure Active
Directory Review
What’s an Azure
Active Directory Review?
Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is one of the core
pillars for accessing Microsoft cloud resources. Everyone that uses
Office 365, resources in Microsoft Azure, Dynamics 365, or any
of the thousands of SaaS applications with integrations also uses
Azure AD in the background.
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An Azure AD Review can provide you with
information about the following:
 Privileged Roles
 Basic Authentication

Azure AD is a modern cloud identity service that’s available
everywhere, with extremely powerful functions. This, in combination
with the speed of change in the cloud, the lack of cyber threat actor
information, and the specialized skills required by the individuals
maintaining the environment, can result in misconfigurations and
unintentionally created vulnerabilities.
Truesec’s Azure AD Review addresses these issues and educates
your management and your operations. The service also provides
you with a basis for decisions on what your next step should be
to proactively strengthen your organization’s overall IT security
capability and mitigate the risk of cyber attacks.

 Admin Accounts
 Elevated Access
 Identity Protection
 Synchronizing Appropriate Accounts
 Enterprise Applications
Information is gathered either by a Truesec expert or
along with a member of your team to facilitate mutual
knowledge transfer.

What the Azure Active Directory Review Gives You
An Azure AD Review is a full-scope, multi-layered security
analysis of your Active Directory. We examine how it’s configured
and provide you with actionable information, including
explanations on what should be corrected and why.
The report covers many areas with a focus on best practice
recommendations from Microsoft and information from different
assignments conducted by Truesec. Our information is based
on firsthand knowledge that Truesec has accumulated about
the cyber threats organizations are currently facing. There are

numerous areas covered, and they’re all summarized in the
Executive Summary. Please see examples in the information box
above.
The report is provided in both a written format and as a
presentation where you and your team will have the opportunity
to ask questions and get clarification from the experts at Truesec.
This is an excellent way for your team to increase their knowledge,
gain insights directly from our specialists, and kickstart the next
step to create a roadmap based on the findings.

About Us
As a global cybersecurity company, we’re proud to be at
the forefront of protecting organizations and our society
against cyber threats. Our purpose has been clear since day
one: Creating safety and sustainability in a digital world by
preventing cyber breach and minimizing impact. We never
cease to challenge and reinvent ourselves to help defend
your most valuable data assets every day.
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The Truesec Promise
We always strive for the best results for our customers.
That’s a Truesec promise.

Azure Active Directory and the Cloud Paradox
One of the primary differences between a traditional Active Directory (AD) and the cloud-based Azure AD is that with the traditional AD, the
customer decides when updates and changes are made. Furthermore, a traditional AD is placed inside your IT environment, protected by
firewalls, and has few or no external connections to external systems.
By contrast, Azure AD is a rapidly moving cloud service where
you must choose what edition you require by assigning the correct
license to the correct user. Editions can vary in both price and
available features. Azure AD is also directly accessible on the
internet and is often used to federate or connect to one or many
external systems.
Since identity is a foundational component in IT infrastructure, it
would be irresponsible for Microsoft to automatically activate all
new features and functionality in Azure AD. This could conceivably
break critical applications, workflows, and systems in their
customers’ IT environments. Therefore, as the customer, you need
to actively manage the Azure AD and implement the new features
and functions in your environment.

The paradox with the cloud is that
previously difficult things are now easy
and previously easy things can be difficult.
By using a cloud service, you need less
and more management. You’ll need to
manage less in the traditional IT way but
more in a new cloud governance way.

The paradox with the cloud is that previously difficult things are now easy, and previously easy things can be difficult. By using a cloud
service, you need less and more management. You’ll need to manage less in the traditional IT way but more in a new cloud governance way.
Cloud services are natively constantly evolving. This means you’ll need to actively monitor the changes to know which ones will be pushed
automatically and which you’ll need to activate yourself.
All the new security features that Microsoft releases in Azure AD need to be managed and implemented in your IT environment. Your team
must ensure that the security is optimal and meets the business’s requirements. At the same time, your security should be up to date and be
sufficient to meet the demands and threats in the wild.
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The Partnership
We see our work with our customers as a partnership.
We work together to get the best results and prevent incidents.

How We Do It
Our methodology for conducting Azure AD Reviews is based on our extensive experience performing these types of assignments.
Our experts have deep expertise in setting up, configuring, securing, and managing Azure AD in different corporate environments.

1. Startup Meeting
We begin with an initial dialog in which we discuss your organization’s situation and goals, potential
threats, and prioritized risks. Here we also discuss the timetable, such as when the presentation should be
made, when the information should be gathered, how we obtain access, etc.

2. Information Gathering
(2.1) You either provide us with access to the environment, and we gather the information ourselves, or
(2.2) we gather the information along with members of your IT team.
Gathering the information with your IT team ensures that both parties have the opportunity to ask
questions and acquire more in-depth information about the Azure AD, its configuration, and its uses.

2.1

2.2

3. Information Analysis
Utilizing the gathered information, we then analyze it with the latest information from our Threat Intelligence
Unit and Cybersecurity Incident Response Teams. Since we do so many incident response investigations,
we have great insight into how attackers operate and the current cyber threat landscape.

4. Creation of Report
All of the information is collected in a report which will include an Executive Summary and the findings
and recommendations in the different areas.

5. Presentation
A meeting will be held for a verbal presentation of the report, including discussions regarding the
management of identified issues.

How To Start Benefiting From an Azure Active Directory Review
Start by talking to your Truesec customer contact or any of our experts. Together we’ll begin the journey to protect your organization’s
sensitive information and safeguard your corporate brand by scoping the assignment and determining what actions will benefit you most.
By performing an Azure AD Review, you can create a more secure environment, based on insights and actionable information that will
help you achieve an optimal level of security. This review will also increase your knowledge to secure and manage the Azure AD, thereby
minimizing your risk of a cyber breach and mitigating the impact should a breach occur.
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